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PHYSICAL REVIEW A VOLUME 9, NUMBER 2 FEBRUARY 1974

Eikonal ayyroximation ayylieti to atom-atom excitation at intermediate energies.

Excitation of H by H

Richard H. Shields and Jerry L. Peacher
Physics Department, University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Missouri 65401

(Received 19 July 1973)

The eikonal distorted-wave Horn approximation (D%'HA) developed recently by Chen, Joachain, and

Watson is applied to atom-atom excitation in the intermediate energy range. In this paper the excitation

of a hydrogen atom to the 2s,2p„or 2po state by hydrogen impact is considered. Differential cross

sections are presented. Total cross sections are presented and compared to previous calculations. It is

shown that the eikonal D%'HA results for the total cross section approach the two-state

distortion-approximation results in the limit of high energy and very-small-angle scattering.

I. INTRODUCTION

The eikonal distorted-wave Born approximation
(DWBA} for inelastic electron-atom scattering at
intermediate energies has been developed recently
by Chen, Joachain, and%'atson. ' In this paper me

apply their method to the analysis of inelastic 8-H
collisions in the intermediate-energy range.

The H-H system has been a source of extensive
theoretical study. Bates and Griffing' in 1953
studied H-H collisions using the Born approxima-
tion in the high-energy range. Also Flannery' has
applied the multistate impact-parameter method
to H-H collisions in the intermediate-energy range.
Bottcher and Flannery' have performed a multi-
state impact-parameter calculation using sym-
metrized atomic orbitals which enabled electron
and nuclear exchange to be accounted for. Ritchie'
has performed a two-state impact-parameter cal-
culation in which electron exchange and the elec-
tron's translational motion were included. The
present calculation will be compared to those pre-
vious results.

The eikonal D%'BA, like the impact-parameter
method, allows for the distortion of the incoming
and outgoing plane waves. This appears as a
correction factor to the plane-mave function used
in the Born approximation. However, unlike the
multistate impact-parameter method, both a
differential and a total cross section can be cal-
culated in the eikonal D%'BA.

In Sec. II, the basic equations of the eikonal
DWBA mill be given, and in Sec. GI, the particular
matrix elements of the H-H collision will be listed.
In Sec. IV, the results mill be presented and the
comparison of the previous results to the eikonal
DWBA mill be discussed.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

The theory of the eikonal DWBA has been devel-
oped by Chen, Joachain, and Watson' for a general

binary-rearrangement collision given by

A+a- C+D. (2 l)
We will follow their notation. In our case there is
no rearrangement since we are only interested in
excitation processes. I et k; and kzbe the relative
momenta' for the initial channel i and final channel

f, respectively, for the atom-atom system in the
center-of-mass coordinate system. The relative
coordinate R in cylindrical coordinates, is given

by

8 =b+2'k, , (2.2)

with b and p representing the polar coordinates of
b in the plane of impact parameters perpendicular
to k;. Chen, Joachain, and Watson' assume that
the interaction potential may be decomposed in the
initial and final channels as (for the case of no

rearrangement}

V= U;+ 8'; (2.&)

4 = L'f+ Sy. (2.4)

A physically meaningful separation of V is to
choose U,. and Uz to be functions of the relative
coordinate 8,, so that the U,. and Uz only induce
elastic scattering. The natural choice is to adopt
optical potential~ for U,. and Uf describing elastic
scattering in the initial and final channels, respec-
tively. The U, and U& are incorporated into the
distorted waves and the W, (or Wz) represents that
part of the interaction mhich induces the excitation.
The T matrix in the eikonal DS'BA for excitation
from state a to state b is (in the "straight-line"
approximation}

OO 00 «2 7t

T;."=(2 i
' dbi) dal 14

0 ~ OQ 0

x exp[i(k; -kq cos8)Z

+i&C(h, Z} —zkzb sin& costi]A(b, Z),
(2.5)
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where 6 is the angle between k& and k~ and

2
64 (b, Z) = —— U, (b, Z') dZ'

Ug(b, Z') dZ',
Vf g

(2.6)

where v, and vz are the relative velocities in the
initial and final channels. For excitation only
(i.e., no rearrangement)

a(5, Z) = (q, lii', ly, ) = (y„l@ily,) = ({I,li'l(c. ),

—= (2s)'(k~/k;)M'i1'i P, (2.8)

where M is the reduced mass.

since g, and (I)~ are orthogonal and the U; and U~

are functions of 8 only. The wave functions g, and

P, are just product wave functions of the individual
atoms in the initial and final channels, respective-
ly. The differential cross section then is given by

1 1

IH+r» I (3.1)

where r~ and r» are the distances to the elec-
trons from their respective nuclei.

The wave function (I) is a product of hydrogenic
wave functions. For example, for the 1s- 2s
excitation, ()(, = Q„(r»}p„(r») and ()(,

= P„(r»)Q„(r»). The optical potentials are
approximated by the corresponding static potentials
and the elastic matrix elements are

III. EXCITATION TO THE 2s AND 2p STATES OF
HYDROGEN BY HYDROGEN IMPACT

The eikonal distorted-wave Born approximation
has been applied to the process given by

H(ls) + H(l s) —H(2s, 2p„2p, ) + H(ls)

in the energy range of 2.25 keV (U = 0.3 a.u. ) to 100
keV (v=2.0 a.u. ).

The interaction potential was taken as

1 1'("""'=A'iH - --,+ rlA r2B ~

and

-2k
(8((((((r,„$„((r, )IV Jl, 1, , r, )(y„(i(q (((,=

&
„—, +(5 —(8(( —4R'),

U('(H)=(()( (r )0 (r )l~(H, r, r )I 0 (r )0 (r )&

1 g 209 669 225R 638',g 128
81 8 4 4 8 R

UP'(H)=(y, .(, )4„,(r„)l)'(H, r„,r, )ly,.(r, )y„,(r„)&=U, (R)+(3Z'/R'-i)U, (A},

;"U( )H=&~,.(-...)y„,(-...)i~(H, -..., .,)i~,.(:-..)y„,(.-..))

= Uo(R) —g (3Z'/R' —1)U, (R),

(3 2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

where

U, (R) =
4

e " —558+198R —63A' +e~ +18241
— 664 1280

(3.6)

U, (A)=
944

e ",+ ~
——-360+198A —63A' —16e ' —,+ ~ + —+121 [ s 912 912 56 ,~ 57 114 82

I

The coupling matrix elements are given by

~..(H) =&a,.(r,.)~,.(r..)i~(H, ~, r..)ly,.(r )e,.(r..)&

4~2 gg 12288 44 3
112' g 12288

(3 'l)

(3.8)

(H) =(((I( (r )()(,(r s)li(H r ~ r )IA (r )0 (r )&=(Z/R)& &R), (3.9)
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where

464K, 4 440 660 „115'I, 55 110
)] (3.11)

T22 16 (2s ) f db bc'(be sin&) e

where

x A„(b, Z) cos[(k4 —kq cos&)Z + y"(b, Z) ]dZ,

(3.12)

C 26(b}
—U, (b, Z) Uy'(b, Z)

v)
(3.13)

) (*(—0(5, 6') 0$(52'),
0 va (3.14}

The Q integration in the T matrix, Eq. (2.5), can
be performed and the J, or J, Bessel function will
result. For example, the T-matrix element can be
written for the 2s excitation as

numerical method. Since there are no long-range
terms in the coupling matrix &„(8), the oscilla-
tions die out quickly, enabling the numerical
computations to converge within a reasonable
amount of computation time.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Differential cross sections

In Figs. 1-3 the differential cross sections for
the 1s- 2s excitation are plotted versus the scatter-
ing angle 6 for the incident velocities v=0.3, 0.5,
and 1.0 a.u. for both the eikonal DWBA and the
first Born approximation. Some general charac-
teristics of the eikonal DWBA can be seen. One
consistent observation is that the eikonal. DWBA
curve lies below the first-Born-approximation

A Gaussian quadrature was used for the numeri-
cal solution of Eq. (3.12). Care was taken such
that oscillations produced by the Bessel function

4P )and the factor e' ~" would be followed by the

I I I I I I I I) I I I I IIII)

IO I I I I Ill( I I I I I III) Io4 Is~ 2s
Y-"045 o.u.

OJ o
U

U

IO
5

Is~ 2s
V=0.3 o. u,

04 0

'U

IO

Io 2 Io 2

I I I I I

«o'

8(rad }
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10

IO4

8 (rad )

IO

FIG. 1. Differential cross sections for the excitation
of hydrogen to the 2s state by hydrogen impact for an
incident velocity of 0.3 a.u. or for an incident energy of
2.25 keV. The solid line is the eikonal D%'BA and the
dashed line is the first Born approximation. Both the
differential cross section and the scattering angle are
given in the center-of-mass coordinate system.

FIG. 2. Differential cross sections for the excitation
of hydrogen to the 2s state by hydrogen impact for an
incident velocity of 0.5 a.u. or for an incident energy of
6.25 keV. The solid line is the eikonal DWBA and the
dashed line is the first Born approximation. Both the
differential cross section and the scattering angle are
given in the center-of-mass coordinate system.
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mation. The characteristics discussed for the
1s —2s excitation are still present. The eikonal
DWBA curves are below the first-Born-approxima-
tion curves for small angles and then cross the
Born curves and remain above them for the larger
angles. This larger-angle scattering is important
in the calculation of the total cross section from
the differential cross section. For the velocity
v =1.0 a.u. , the eikonal differential cross section
for the 2P, excitation crosses the Born curve at a
scattering angle of 6= 1.3&10 ' rad. Twenty-three
percent of the total cross section lies outside this
crossing point. The 2P, excitation differential
cross section has a crossing point of & = 2.2x10 '
rad at e = 1.0 a.n. and only 1% of the total cross
section lies outside this region.

The second peak al.so occurs for the 2P, and the

2P, curves for the eikonal DNBA. These peaks
become sharper at lower velocities as shown in
Fig. 4 and then flatten out at higher velocities as
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The occurrence of these
peaks is still attributed to the interference of the

distortion factor e'+" and the Bessel function
J (5k~ sins).

B. Total cross sections

The differential cross sections of Sec. IV A have
been integrated to yield a total cross section. In

Fig. 7, the total cross section for the 1s-2s ex-
citation is presented for the eikonal DVfBA, the
first Born approximation, the two-state and four-
state impact-parameter calculation of Flannery, '
the impact-parameter calculation using sym-
metrized atomic orbitals by Bottcher and Flan-
nery, ' and the two-state impact-parameter cal-
culation including electron exchange and electron
translational motion by Ritchie. ' All the methods

converge to the same curve for large velocities
and differ considerably at the lower velocities.
However, the eikonal DNBA does seem to follow
the impact-parameter calculations, especially the
two- state approximation.

In Figs. 8 and 9, the total cross sections are

IQ I / I l t II}t I f f f I I)

I f l I III) I I I I llf(

lo
lo

IO

IO5

IO

IO

IO
IO IO

IO
lo Io'

8 (rod )

FIG. 5. Differential cross section for the excitation
of hydrogen to the 2po and 2p+ states by hydrogen impact
for an incident velocity of 0.5 a.u. or for an incident
energy of 6.25 keV. The solid line is the eikonal DWBA
and the dashed line is the first Born approximation. Both
the differential cross section and the scattering angle
are given in the center-of-mass coordinate system.

FIG. 6. Differential cross section for the excitation
of hydrogen to the 2po and 2p+ states by hydrogen impact
for an incident velocity of 1.0 a.u. or for an incident
energy of 25 keV. The solid line is the eikonal DWBA
and the dashed line is the first Born approximation.
Both the differential cross section and the scattering
angle are given in the center-of-mass coordinate sys-
tem.
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presented for the 2P, and 2P, excitation. The
curves in these figures are the same as in Fig. '7

except that the two-state calculation of Flannery'
has been deleted since it follows very close to the
four-state curve. Also the two-state calculation
of Bitchie' was only for the 2s excitation.

The closeness of the two-state impact-parameter
method and the eikonal D%'BA raises a question as
to whether there is a relationship between the two
methods. One can show that the usual two-state
distortion approximation is equivalent to our
approximate eikonal D%'BA in the limit of high
energy and very small scattering angle, namely

tu, t
»(2M~)'" (4.1)

and

0.4—

A

cos k& k&= & «1, (4.2)

n, —u, =&E/v,

where

5 —Vt —VI .

(4.2)

(4.4)

The T matrix, Eq. (2.5) can then be written as

T;", =(2w}- "$ t dad&
0 0

x dZexp +i54(b, Z)i AEZ
~OP V

+i(k;-k~) b &(5, &). (4.5)

where 4E is the change in kinetic energy or the
electronic excitation energy. The conservation of
energy equation can be approximated using Eq.
(4.1) to obtain

0.2—

I

l

l

I

01—

/

igel
0.4

I

0.8
V {o.u. )

I

1.2 2.0

0.50—

0.25—
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bl o

0.15—

0.10—

0.05—

l

IK
I
I

I

l

f

I

]

g

I'

Ij
I

lg'

FIG. 7. Total cross section for the excitation of
hydrogen to the 2s state by hydrogen impact. The solid
line is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first
Born approximation. The dash-dot line and the dotted
line are the four-state and the two-state impact-param-
eter calculations of Flannery, Ref. 3. The dash-double-
dot line is the impact-parameter calculation using sym-
metrized atomic orbitals by Bottcher and Flannery,
Ref. 4, and the lang-dash line is the two-state impact-
parameter calculation, including electron exchange and
the translational motion of the electrons, by Ritchie,
Ref. 5.

0+
I I

0.8 1.2
V(0. u. )

1
W %

16 2.0

FIG. 8. Total cross section for the excitation of hydro-
gen to the 2po state by hydrogen impact. The solid line
is the eikonal OWBA and the dashed line is the first
Born approximation. The dash-dot line is the four-state
impact-parameter calculation of Flannery, Ref. 3. The
dash-double-dot line is the impact-parameter calcula-
tion using syxrunetrized atomic orbitals by Bottcher and
Flannery, Ref. 4.
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Using the notation introduced in Eqs. (3.13) and

(3.14), the exponential factors can be written as

0

+f54(b, Z)

zg--(2 )
'
J Jd'id'5'( )(b')&y() )'

Xaxp[(O()) —(4(b')) I d'qe'

(4.14)

= i4(b) + — »).EZ +

-=»4(b}+(»/v)f)»„(b, Z).

[U) (b Z') —U(b, Z')] dZ

(4.6)

where

q = k) -k~

and

(4.15)

If U,' and Uz are taken to be the elastic matrix
elements as given by Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3} [or Eq.
(3.4) or (3.5)], then &z» is the distortion factor for
the transformed transition amplitude in the two-
state distortion approximation. ' To obtain the two-
state distortion approximation, the transition
amplitude of the multistate impact-parameter
method is transformed by using

fII ~- kq + kf .

In the limit of high energy,

&min

and

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

C„(Z)=a„(Z)exy —
J (( (), E')dZ'),

V
(4.V) The q integration becomes a 6 function for b and

O'. The cross section reduces to
where Z = st has been used and m labels the state.
The coupled differential equations of the multistate
impact-parameter method can be rewritten then as

g C„(Z)V„.(R) (4.8}

where N„ is defined by Eq. (4.6) and V„ is given
by

(4.8)

Y&l'
/

/

/

I

ls = 2p
+

where the (Ij's and V are defined as before. Also,
it may be noted that A(b, Z) of Eq. (2.7) and V„are
just the coupling matrix elements. Equation (4.8)
can be solved in a two-state approximation to give
for the final state

C,(b) = — dZ A(b, Z) e (» + )"v . (4.10)

The T matrix (4.5) can be written using Eqs. (4.6),
(4.10), and the momentum transfer q=%» —kq,

2%

T&a» (2)») '».i —-bdbd»t»e"' e' »" Cz(b)

(4.11)

The total cross section then can be written as

ao~—
I

I

I

I

il

0.4
I

Q.e

4 (o.u. )

I

1.2 2.Q

d0'
a = —dQ.

dQ
(4.12)

dQ = d'q/b» (»»f,

the total cross section can be written as

(4.13)

Using the differential cross section, Eq. (2.8),
and the transformation

FIG. 9. Total cross section for the excitation of hydro-
gen to the 2p+ state by hydrogen impact. The solid line
is the eikonal DVVBA and the dashed line is the first
Born approximation. The dash-dot line is the four-state
impact-parameter calculation of Flannery, Ref. 3. The
dash-double-dot line is the impact-parameter calcula-
tion using symmetrized atomic orbitals by Bottcher and

Flannery, Ref. 4.
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gf= d'5 Cg 5 (4.19)

This shows that in the limits of the approxima-
tions mentioned, the eikonal D%'BA and the two-
state distortion approximation can be expected to
yield similar results for the total cross section for
very-small-angle scattering.

Electron exchange was neglected in this calcula-
tion. Bottcher and Flannery' have performed a
calculation to determine the effect of electron ex-
change. They used a multistate impact-parameter
approach. However, they included nuclear sym-
metry which is inconsistent with an impact-param-
eter approach. Geltman' has pointed out that in
any impact-parameter method the assumption of a
classical path forces the nuclei to be distinguish-
able.

Botteher and Flannery' took into account the
rotation of the internuclear axis during the colli-
sion. They used a standard molecular integral
program that uses molecular wave functions which
are all quantized along the internuclear axis and
then they transformed the results to a rotating
frame. The results of their calculation can be seen
in Figs. '7-9. All of the cross sections are shifted
from the results of Flannery's' impact-parameter
calculation. The peaks for the 1s- 2s excitation
cross sections and the 1s- 2P, excitation cross
sections have been lowered considerably while the
peak of the 18 —2P, excitation cross sections has
been shifted upwards. All the results tend to the
Born cross sections at the higher velocities.

Bottcher and Flannery' did not include a phase
factor to account for the translational motion of
the electron. They argued that the neglected phase
factors should become more important with in-
creasing energy, However, since their results
tend to the Born cross sections at high energies,
they concluded that the effect of the phase factor
must be small.

Ritchie' has also performed a calculation to
determine the effect of electron exchange. He
assumed the nuclei were distinguishable for the
reason mentioned above. However, he did not take
into account the rotation of the internuclear axis
during the collision. Instead he chose to include
the translational motion of the electrons. The
form of the unnormalized m'ave function he used
was

s P„(r,~)(P„(r,e) e'" ' "e '" ' '2j, (4.20}

where r, and r, are the distances from the
center of mass to electrons 1 and 2, respectively,
and v' is one half the relative velocity. The plus
or minus is taken depending upon whether the spin
state of the electrons is a singlet or a triplet. The
phase factors are included to account for the
translational motion of the electrons.

The resulting cross section can be seen in Fig.
7. The results of Ritchie' and the results of Bott-
cher and Flannery' show a large disagreement at
all velocities. The peaks are separated by a factor
of 11. This large discrepancy between the theoret-
ical results raises some questions as to how elec-
tron exchange should be included.

Ritchie' in the calculation of the matrix elements
makes the assumption that the velocity of the pro-
jectile is along the internuclear axis. That is, the
matrix elements were calculated for a head-on
collision. This greatly simplified the calculation
of the matrix elements, but he assumes that the
matrix elements that were calculated for a head-
on collision can now be used in a two-state impact-
parameter calculation in which the projectile re-
mains at a constant impact parameter from the Z
axis during the collision. His assumption that the
velocity is along the internuclear axis does not
allow for the rotation of the internuclear axis
during the collision,

The matrix elements are a double sum due to the
expansions of the plane wave e" ' 'i and the elec-
tron-electron interaction term 1/ir, -r, i. The
restriction that the velocity is along the inter-
nuclear axis enables the double sum to be reduced
to a single sum. However, Ritchie's' assumption
that the relative velocity is along the internuclear
axis is unphysical since the relative velocity de-
creases as the impact parameter becomes larger.
Also, if one uses a molecular-state basis, the
rotation of the internuclear axis must be con-
sidered.

The divergent results of the two methods still
raises doubts as to the importance of electron ex-
change in the intermediate energy range and also
how electron exchange should be included since
both approaches contain unphysical assumptions.
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